
HELLO !BONJOUR !

Vs.

It's that time again! Jacadi has created a 

special homework assignment to help get 

the whole family back-to-school ready. 

Follow along through our lesson as we 

explore the differences between common 

English words, things and phrases and their 

French equivalents. Ready...set...allons-y! 

Back to School Lessons :



SEMAINE WEEK
Test your knowledge and see how many 
days of the week you can memorize in 
French. When you think you've got it, ask a 
family member to give you a pop quiz!

French                                             English
Lundi (“luh(n)-dee”)                      Monday
Mardi (“mahr-dee”)             Tuesday
MMercredi (“mehr-kruh-dee”)       Wednesday
Jeudi (“zhuh-dee”)         Thursday
Vendredi (“vah(n)-druh-dee”)    Friday
Samedi (“sahm-dee”)                   Saturday
Dimanche (“dee-mah(n)sh”)      Sunday

Vs.



Are you a soccer player or soccer fan? In 

France, what we know as soccer is actually 

called football, but has nothing to do with 

American football. It's the same sport with 

the same rules. Just a different name! 

FOOTBALLFOOTBALL
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STATUE OF LIBERTYTOUR EIFFEL

Let's see how two landmark structures 

stack up against each other. 

The Statue of Liberty  

Located at : Liberty Island in the New York 

Harbor, New York City 

Designed by : Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi 

FFact: a gift to America from France! It is a 

universal symbol of freedom and 

democracy.

The Eiffel Tower

Located at : Champ de Mars, Paris 

Designed by : Gustave Eiffel

FFact: the tallest structure in Paris and has 

had over 250 million visitors.
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SCHOOL

A+20/20

ÉCOLE
Below are grade levels in English and their 

French equivalents. Can you pronounce 

the grade you're going into in French? 

French      English

Maternelle (“mah-ter-nell”)    Kindergarden

Ecole Elémentaire    Elementary
(“eee-col mah-ter-nell”)

CCollège (“cole-edge”)   Middle School

Lycée (“lee-see”)    High School
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DOLLAR$
BANK

€UROS

€

BANQUE
So many things are unique to France... right 

down to the dollar! In France, currency is 

the Euro. It, too, features a system that 

includes paper money and coins, but the 

look is quite different and so is the value. 

Currently 1 Euro is equal to $1.36. 
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Euro / Dollar



goodbye!

GOOD MORNING

hey!

BONJOUR
Try practicing these three friendly phrases 

that we all use almost every day.

French             English

Bonjour (“bohn-zhoor”)       Good morning

Salut (“sah-loot”)                  Hey

Au revoir (“oh ruh-vwar”)    Goodbye
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They say



SATURDAYMERCREDI
You enjoy Saturdays and Sundays as days 

off from school to sleep in, play sports and 

spend time with friends. In France, children 

do the same... On Wednesdays! That's 

right, Saturday-style fun happens in the 

middle of the week in the City of Lights. 
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Weekend


